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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles
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relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
4 October 2021.
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Read more: Vivre Villes (France)

United Kingdom

APAC

4 October 2021: As fuel shortages persist in the
U.K., military personnel underwent training over
the weekend to deliver fuel. The government
reported that nearly 100 army tanker drivers

India

would be deployed to address the shortage of HGV drivers,
in addition to the 5,000 temporary work visas being issued for

3 October 2021: In the city of Ghaziabad, located

foreign truck drivers as the crisis enters it’s second week.

northwest of the capital, a gang of thieves was

Read more: CNN

arrested. The criminal group stole trucks and
proceeded to eliminate identification numbers and

30 September 2021: A 35-year-old male has been
sentenced to a 20-month jail term (suspended for
two years) and 126 hours of community service
for the May 2021 theft of a truck trailer containing

create false plates. The vehicles were then resold both inside
and outside of the country. Three people were arrested while in
possession of thirty-two trucks.
Read more: Times of India

£86,000 worth of cosmetics. The thief entered a Lutterworth
business park shortly after 2:00 a.m., attached a cab to the
trailer, and fled the scene. Thanks to a witness, however, the
thief was apprehended and the cargo was recovered just thirty
minutes after the theft occurred.
Read more: Leicester Mercury (U.K.)

Cambodia
28 September 2021: The Indonesian
government accuses an oil ship’s crew of illegally
siphoning oil from the country’s reserves. A joint

26 September 2021: £45,000 worth of fuel

investigation with the Cambodian government

was extracted from tankers at a truck stop in

and Interpol reveals that the ship named “Strovolos” was illegally

Portsmouth. The fuel was targeted when two

anchored at Sumatra for three days with their identification

trucks arrived at the truck stop; CCTV footage

system turned off. The Cambodian government has already

shows someone climbing on top of the tankers to place a pipe

imposed a fine to the captain, and requests that the company

in it. Approximately 30,000 liters of fuel were stolen.

that it represents return the stolen fuel.

Read more: Evening Standard (U.K.)

Read more: Radio Free Asia

25 September 2021: The food sector in the
U.K. is struggling under the numerous challenges
currently affecting supply chains. Increasing market
demand, labor and driver shortages, soaring gas prices have all
contributed to empty shelves at supermarkets.
Read more: Liverpool Echo (U.K.)
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North & South
America

27 September 2021: This year, in the state
of Rio de Janeiro, cargo theft fell 23%
compared to August last year and 16% yearto-date, according to the Public Security Institute.
Read more: A Voz da Cidade (Brazil)

Brazil
Mexico

29 September 2021: Data from the State
Secretariat for Public Security shows that in

27 September 2021: The response to a robbery in

the state of Mato Grosso, between January–

Nezahualcóyotl, State of Mexico resulted in the

August 2020, 66 cases of Hijacking were recorded, while this

location of a warehouse used to hide stolen vehicles

year there were 144 in the same period, an increase of 118%.

and merchandise. A vehicle transporting various

Non-confrontational cargo theft jumped from 41 in 2020 to

clothing items was Hijacked, but among the boxes was a GPS

178 cases, an increase of 334%. Pilferage increased as well;

device which continued to transmit the location. Officers were

in 2020 there were 51 incidents, while in the first eight months

able to distinguish the vehicle from outside the property, among

of 2021 this number rose to 76, which represents a growth of
49%. A well-organized gang has earned millions of reais with the
diversion and adulteration of cargoes of soy, corn, soy bran and
fertilizers.

other unidentified trucks.
Read more: Asi Sucede (Mexico)
25 September 2021: Local police arrested four

Read more: Tempo MS (Brazil)

people who dedicated themselves to vehicle theft
in the community of El Marques. Using license

28 September 2021: Three people were arrested

plate scanners and video surveillance, municipal

after stealing a truck loaded with pesticides on the

police officers implemented a strategic operation in which they

Jarbas de Moraes Highway, in Jales city, São Paulo

safeguarded both the vehicle and the merchandise.

State. According to the State Highway Police, teams from the

Read more: Quadratin (Mexico)

corporation received information about cargo theft, which is
valued at R$ 1 million, and managed to find the vehicle traveling

25 September 2021: The Hijacking of a truck

along the highway. The criminal who was driving the truck was

transporting cigarettes triggered the security systems

ordered to stop by police, but he did not stop and fled.

in San Agustín Tlaxiaca, Hidalgo. Using video

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

surveillance, state police located the vehicle in which
the criminals were escaping. After a brief chase, state police

28 September 2021: The driver of a truck

arrested three individuals.

transporting corn was held hostage for about four

Read more: La Silla Rota (Mexico)

hours and had his cargo stolen on BR-364 highway,
km-298, in Jaciara city, Mato Grosso State. The

24 September 2021: Gunfire was exchanged

victim said he was approached by three individuals while he

as escorts of a truck carrying cosmetic implants

was stopped. The truck was later found abandoned by Federal

were intercepted by a group of thieves. During the

Highway Police without the corn load.

exchange, the driver was injured and one of the escorts lost

Read more: Agora MT (Brazil)

his life. The truck was departing the customs office from the
International Airport at Mexico City. Although the cargo was

27 September 2021: In Minas Gerais

secured, the criminals remain at large.

State, from January to August of this year,
203 cargo thefts were registered, according to

Read more: Excelsior (Mexico)

data from the State Department of Justice and Public Security.
Read more: Folha da Manhã (Brazil)
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U.S. & Canada
3 October 2021: A postal service delivery truck was
forcibly robbed in the northwest part of Washington,
D.C. An unidentified suspect forced the driver to exit
the vehicle, then fled the scene with both the truck
and the personal items of the driver. Police are searching for the
suspect.
Read more: WJLA-TV (Washington, DC)
30 September 2021: Two suspects have been
arrested for their involvement in the September
23 theft of a pharmaceutical load which took
place on Highway 190 West in Port Allen, Louisiana. The
drugs were valued at more than USD $300,000 and were stolen
when the delivery driver was flagged over to the shoulder of the
highway by a motorcyclist accompanied by a gray sports car.
Once the delivery driver had pulled over, the suspects held the
driver at gun point while the delivery truck was taken.
Read more: The West Side Journal (Port Allen, LA)
28 September 2021: Nearly 500,000 containers
on cargo ships are sitting off the Southern
California coast. Truck drivers must wait between
six and eight hours for the possibility of collecting
their cargo, with no assurances of receiving their cargo after the
waiting period. As the cargo awaits on shore to be relocated,
almost seventy cargo ships from Long Beach to Laguna await
their turn to unload.
Read more: CBS Los Angeles
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prevention capacity. Where possible, we have elected to maintain news articles and briefs in their native grammatical format. ©2021 Carrier.
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